
Purple questions 

Carpet tiles are going to cover a rectangular floor. The floor 

measures 5m by 4m. 

Each tile measures 50cm by 50cm and costs £1.20 each. 

How much does it cost to tile the floor? 

 

 

A rectangular kitchen wall is due to be tiled. The wall measures 

350cm by 210cm. The tiles measure 70cm by 30cm and cost 75p each. 

How much does it cost to tile the wall? 

 

If I had to leave a gap between the tiles how might this affect the 

number of tiles I need? 

 

 

A farmer wants to manure his field. The field measures 8m by 10m. 

Each bag of manure covers 2m² and costs £2.50. How much does it 

costs to manure the field? 

 

If the manure covers more area than advertised how might this 

affect the amount needed? 

 

 

 

 

 



I am going to build an area that is going to be covered in decking. The 

area is a rectangle measuring 7m by 4m. each decking plank measures 

4m by 50cm. Each plank costs £2.50. How much will my decking cost? 

 

If I had to buy 6 screws for each plank at a cost of 5p per screw how 

much extra would I have to pay? 

 

 

The bottom of a garden is going to be covered by astro turf. The 

garden measures 5m by 2.5m. Each roll of astro turf measures 50cm 

by 1m and costs £3.50 each. How much will the astro turf cost? 

 

 

A drive way is to be covered in a layer of gravel. The driveway 

measures 10m by 2.5m. The bags of gravel cover 5m² each and cost 

£6 per bag. What is the cost of gravelling the drive? 

 

The gravel in each bag does not quite cover 5m² when used. How will 

this affect the amount of bags I need to buy? 

 

 

A field measuring 8m by 5m is to be covered in grass seed. Each bag 

covers 5m² and costs £4.75 each. How much does it cost to seed the 

field? 

 

The grass seed covers more than 5m². How might this affect my 

cost? 



Blue questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The farmer is selling his field for £3 per square meter. How much 

does he get for his field? 

 

  

A small child wants to cover the diagram with mosaic tiles. 

Each tile is 1cm by 1cm. How many tiles will she need? 

 

Cut your shape up 

first into a 

rectangle and a 

triangle 



 

 

 

The outside of the house needs painting. The paint covers 

4m² and costs £7.50 a tin. Remembering that the door does 

not need painting, how much does it cost to paint one wall? 

 

 

A large rectangular field measuring 4.5m by 15m needs to be 

fenced. The fence comes in 1m sections and costs £20 per 

section. How much does the fencing cost in total? 

 

This sign needs painting. A tin 

of paint which covers 3m² 

costs £5. How much would it 

cost to paint the sign? 



A field is in the shape of a parallelogram. The sloping sides 

measure 5m, the legnth is 6m and the width of the field is 

4m. The field needs to be fenced and manured. Fencing costs 

£15 for a 1m panel and maure is £5 for a bag which covers 

4m². How much is the total bill? 

 

A triangular wall is to be painted. The wall is 5m high and 

measures 6m across the base. Paint costs £8 per tin. Each tin 

covers an area of 2.5m². How much will it cost to paint the 

wall? 

 

The paint actually covers more than the tin states. How might 

this affect the amount of paint needed? 

 

 

 

The diagram above shows a painting. The shaded area needs 

to be restored by repainting. The paint is £1.75 for a tin and 

covers an area of 7cm². HJow much will it cost to re paint? 



Yellow Questions 

 

 

 

 

 

The parallelogram above is the background to a painting. It 

needs to be washed. The paint costs £2.50 and covers an area 

of 25cm². How much does it cost to paint? 

 

If the paint does not cover as much area as stated how will 

this affect the cost? 

 

 

 

 

 

The room shown is a parallelogram. It is going to be carpeted. 

Each roll of carpet covers 12ft² and costs £40. How much 

will it cost to carpet the room? 

 

As the room is a parallelogram the carpet has to be cut to 

shape. How might this affect the cost? 



 

The above is a diagram of a field measured in metres. The 

field needs fencing. The fence costs £20 per metre. How 

much does it cost to fence the field? 

 

If there is a gap to put a fence in, how might this affect the 

cost of the fencing? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above is a large wall that is going to be painted. Each tin 

of paint costs £10 and covers 10ft². How much will it cost to 

cover the wall? 

 

 

 

 



 

A farmer has a fiel shaped like a trapezium. He would like to 

cover it with manure. The bags of manure cover 1m² and cost 

50p each. How much will the farmer have to pay? 

 

The manure does not cover as much as advertised. How might 

this affect the amount the farmer has to pay? 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A farmer has a field he would like to keep pigs in. Each pig 

needs 5m² to root around in. Can the farmer keep 50 pigs? 

 

If the pigs only needed 4.5m² each how might this affect the 

numnber of pigs the farmer could keep? 

 

 

12m 



 

This field needs a fence. The cost of the fence is £8 per 

meter. How much will the fence cost? 

 

If a gap has to be left for a gate, how might this affect the 

cost of the fencing? 

 

  

This rectangular cake needs a blue ribbon around it. The cake 

measures 65cm by 25 cm. The ribbon costs £1.75 for 50cm. 

How much will it cost to put the ribbon on the cake? 

 

The measurement of the cake was wrong for both 

measurements. How might this affect the cost of the ribbon? 



 

The top of this cake is to be covered in chocolate. The cake 

measures 50cm by 30cm. Each bar of chocolate will cover 

100cm². Each bar of chocolate costs £1.80. How much does it 

cost to cover the top of the cake? 

 

The chocolate covers more than stated. How might this 

affect the cost? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Answers 

Purple: 

£96 

£26.25, may need more tiles 

£100, may need more manure 

£35, £4.20 

£87.50 

£30 amy need to buy more 

£38, may need to buy less 

 

Blue: 

£40,350 

132 

£45 

3 tins  £22.50 

£780 

£330 fencing, £30 manure £360 total 

£48, might need to buy less 

£24.50 

 

Yellow 

£7.50 may need to buy more 



 

4 rolls £160, may need to buy more 

£600, may need to buy less 

£300 

£18, may need to buy more 

Yes, might be able to keep  more pigs 

 

£352, may need less fence 

2m £3.50, it may cost more if bigger, less if smaller 

£27, may need to buy less 

 

 


